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In July 2013, the European Commission presented a legislative proposal for a regulation establishing a European Public Prosecutor’s Office (EPPO). The T.M.C. Asser Instituut organised, shortly thereafter, the first conference in which this proposal was discussed. The main point of departure for that conference was the idea that the establishment of the EPPO would be a step in the direction of bestowing the European Union with the exercise of criminal law competences. The conference focused on constitutional, institutional, legal and operational questions arising from that idea. These issues also comprised the main part of a book delivering the results of the 2013 EPPO conference.

At that moment, the legislative initiative appeared to be a major breakthrough in the rather lengthy process of strengthening the protection of EU finances against fraud. Undeniably, the Commission’s proposal provoked many serious comments. However, the scholarly world reacted quite favourably to the proposal. It was considered to be a reasonable attempt at creating a European Public Prosecutor’s

1 Commission 2013.
2 TMC Asser Instituut 2013.
3 Erkelens et al. 2015.
4 A brief history of the EPPO is provided in Erkelens 2015.
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Office, though the proposal was deemed to be in need of improvement. This was thought to be particularly necessary in order to establish the Office in such a way that it would be able to function effectively. It was suggested that the effectiveness of the Office could be improved through increasing the level of harmonisation of the rules that the Office would need to apply, whether these rules related to procedure or substantive criminal law or to the determining of its competences ratione materiae. In that respect, the so called Corpus Juris study served as a point of reference providing for a homogeneous, transnational set of rules on substantive criminal law concerning offences against the financial interests of the Union and procedural rules concerning the functioning and the competences of an EPPO. The Commission’s proposal underlined the concept of European territoriality: for the purposes of investigation, prosecution and trial, the European Union should constitute a single, judicial area. Though the Commission proposal embraced this principle, it still relied on national criminal procedure, on nationally determined competences of the Office and on the mutual recognition of judicial decisions between the Member States. The Office was intended to be hierarchically organised, in a two-layer system with a European prosecutor (and his/her staff) at the top, and European delegated prosecutors in each of the Member States.

Subsequent deliberations in the Council appeared to deviate in many respects from the Commission’s proposal. This resulted in a thoroughly revised text. In a nutshell, the Council preferred shared competences over exclusiveness, abolished the principle of a single legal area, and opted for a five-layer institutional setup, combining Delegated Prosecutors in the Member States with a central Office consisting of a College, a European Public Prosecutor, Permanent Chambers, and single European Prosecutors. Besides this, the functioning of the Office and the powers to be conferred upon it would be almost entirely determined by the national laws on criminal procedure and substantive criminal law. In hindsight, it can be concluded that this intergovernmental approach was heavily influenced by a Franco-German common position which, among other elements, advocated a collegial model. Alternatively, that position expressed a generally accepted view among EU Member States that intergovernmental cooperation should remain a dominating principle of governance in the Area of Freedom, Security and Justice (AFSJ).

The Council’s multiple adaptations of the original proposal inspired the organisers to set up a second gathering of scholars, legislators and policy-makers in order

---

5 Supra note 3. Among many, many other comments on the proposal, see Caianiello 2013.
6 Corpus Juris 2000.
7 PIF Directive 2017. EPPO competences are to be determined through implementation by the Member States of this directive.
8 Ibidem.
9 French/German Common Position 2013 (of the 20th March) stating in the accompanying letter: ‘Nous pensons que la structure collégiale est à même de garantir l’efficacité opérationnelle et l’indépendance de ce Parquet européen, tout en assurant un ancrage fort en une vraie légitimité dans les États Membres.’
to scrutinise the draft text of the regulation. It was decided not to wait for the adoption of the final legislative instrument, as it became clear that—after almost three years of negotiations—the Dutch Presidency of the Council was able to reach a partial agreement on the main body of the text at the end of its term. 10 This partial agreement on EPPO, together with the draft PIF directive, constituted the basis for discussions at the second EPPO conference held in The Hague on 7 and 8 July 2016. 11 The main targets of this conference were threefold: to take stock of the current state of the Council negotiations, to provide a scholarly examination of the draft EPPO Regulation as it stood and to present an inside assessment of that draft by informed members of two institutions and a highly involved agency—Eurojust. 12

The EPPO Conference of 7 and 8 July 2016 started with introductory remarks and a first panel session, in which the state of play was sketched, and in which representatives from presidencies and institutions reflected on major issues in the negotiations. This set the scene for the second part of the conference, starting with a second panel, in which three normative perspectives were unfolded, intended to scrutinise the EPPO proposal: the idea of better regulation, the benchmark of human rights, and the foundations of criminal law and criminal procedure. The third panel, dealing with issues of substantive criminal law, discussed the links between the EPPO proposal with the proposed PIF directive and the Taricco case, as well as the subject of ancillary offences and ne bis in idem issues. The fourth panel shifted the discussion to the procedural realm, focusing on forum choice and judicial review, and on the question of applicable law and the admissibility of evidence. The fifth panel discussed the institutional elements of the proposed regulation: the decision-making procedures within the EPPO, its cooperation with OLAF and its cooperation with Eurojust. The conference’s third part consisted of a final panel reflecting on the raison d’être of the future EPPO, both from the point of view of several institutions as well as from an academic perspective.

This volume of proceedings aims at disseminating the results of the conference in order to inform the ongoing debate on the EPPO. Preceded by a highly topical foreword by General Court Judge and conference panel chair Ezio Perillo, this volume is composed of three parts, corresponding to the three parts of the conference.

Part I, entitled ‘General Perspectives on the EPPO: From the Outside and the Inside’ provides introductory remarks and institutional views on the state of the project. In Chap. 2, John Vervaele places the basic idea of the EPPO project against the background of the fight against fraud affecting the EU’s financial interests. He questions the legitimacy of the establishment of EPPO both from a

10 EPPO partial general approach 2016. This draft text was published on 3 June 2016.
11 T.M.C. Asser Instituut and Leiden University 2016. The organisers thank OLAF for a project grant helping to make this conference possible.
12 EPPO Conference report 2016. This report provides a comprehensive summary of the Conference discussion.
point of view of effectively fighting fraud, and from a political perspective. According to his idea, the EPPO should only be established if it is clear that it can effectively fight the as yet not very well understood problem of EU fraud, and if its establishment is in the interest of citizens and suspects. In Chap. 3, Marnix Alink and Nicholas Franssen describe the progress that was made in the negotiations during the Dutch Presidency of the Council in the first half of 2016. They refer to three topics: the relationships between EPPO and its strategic partners OLAF and Eurojust, the protection of personal data, processed by the EPPO, and the provisions on simplified prosecution procedures. Council discussions on these topics were complicated, but nevertheless acceptable solutions were found, sometimes undeniably having the character of a compromise. In Chap. 4, Wouter van Ballegooij presents a view on the negotiations from the perspective of the European Parliament. He summarises the involvement of the Parliament, which was quite active given the nature of the legislative procedure. In substance, the European Parliament stressed that the EPPO should be set up in such a way that it is able to operate effectively and efficiently, and that its operations conform to fundamental rights. Equality of arms is—when it comes to the latter aspect—one of the most important rights to pay attention to when deliberations progress.

Part II, titled ‘Scholarly Perspectives on the EPPO: Constitutional, Regulatory and Institutional Issues’, contains pieces of academic reflection, relating to major aspects of the prospective EPPO. The first two contributions strive to suggest particular benchmarks that can be used to evaluate the legislative draft. In Chap. 5, Ester Herlin-Karnell takes the Better Regulation Agenda as a point of departure for her analysis of the EPPO framework. Additionally, she discusses the proposed EPPO framework from a subsidiarity perspective. According to her analysis, it might be the best solution to grant the EU more competences in order for the EPPO to be a workable institution. In Chap. 6, Valsamis Mitsilegas and Fabio Giuffrida evaluate the draft EPPO Regulation against human rights standards. To that end, they identify four relevant viewpoints: the Charter of Fundamental Rights, the procedural safeguards within the draft Regulation, the possibilities for judicial review of the acts of the Office, and the specific needs of cross-border investigations. They perceive a strong tension between upgrading the fight against fraud and not downgrading the protection of human rights in supranational proceedings.

The remainder of Part II is dedicated to substantive, procedural, and institutional issues. Chapters 7 and 8 deal with substantive criminal law. In Chap. 7, Rosaria Sicurella essentially focuses on the quite unsatisfactory results of the negotiations on the PIF Directive, devoting special attention in this context to the ECJ judgment in the Taricco Case. This judgment turned out to be of crucial importance for the negotiations. At the same time, as this contribution demonstrates, it may have a rather complicating impact on the role of the national legality principle, thus giving rise to a fresh preliminary reference of the Corte costituzionale. In Chap. 8, Eric Sitbon analyses the different categories of offences which may be included in the material competence of the EPPO: offences defined by the PIF directive, participating in a criminal organisation with a specific focus, and offences inextricably linked to offences falling within the previous categories. He then evaluates the
relevant provisions in the light of the *ne bis in idem* principle. Chapters 9 and 10 discuss matters of procedural criminal law. In Chap. 9, *András Csúri* compares the investigations of the prospective EPPO with the mutual cooperation based on the European Investigation Order. He is of the opinion that the draft Regulation envisages an increasingly hybrid scheme of cross-border investigations that echoes the European Investigation Order (EIO) Directive without borrowing the necessary elements from it. The EPPO would work better were it to use the EIO in its cross-border investigations. In Chap. 10, *Michiel Luchtman* deals with the issue of forum choice, which he regards as a both important and problematic topic. While it affects all the actors involved in criminal proceedings, there are few remedies available. Luchtman analyses the proposed legal framework on forum choice and judicial review, which was heavily debated in negotiations, and proposes some amendments based on the system in place in Switzerland. The last chapter focuses on institutional issues. In that chapter, Chap. 11, *Anne Weyembergh* and *Chloé Brière* analyse the relationship between the future EPPO and Eurojust. They examine the envisaged institutional relationship between both bodies, their management and administrative links, and their operational cooperation. Since they experience difficulties in seeing Eurojust as EPPO’s privileged partner, as it should be, they recommend clarifying the relationship between both actors in their respective regulations.

Part III, titled ‘Summa Summarum: Assessing EPPO’s *Raison d’Être* in the Light of the Debates’, revisits the issue of *raison d’être* that was raised in Part I. The text of the two chapters closely reflects the discussions at the conference, where the panel topic was introduced by John Vervaele. In his opening words, he commented on the legislative process, including the possibility—in the meantime activated by 16 Member States—of enhanced cooperation and the fundamental questions this entails. Vervaele also raised the intriguing question whether the draft as it stood—and in the meantime is referred to enhanced cooperation—corresponds to the added value that an EPPO based on Article 86 TFEU is supposed to produce as compared to a reformed Eurojust finding its basis in Article 85. In other words, does the present text fit within Article 86? Furthermore, the chair of the final panel pinpointed the question whether in the set-up of the present text the independent authority of the office and its chief in organised hierarchy can be guaranteed in a way corresponding to the Council of Europe’s 2000 Recommendation on the role of public prosecution and criminal justice systems. In Chap. 12, *Hubert Legal* stresses that the multiple changes made during Council negotiations improved the structure of the EPPO and, in doing so, its prospects as an operational Office. Furthermore, its legitimacy is strengthened because it rests on the solid foundation of the Member States’ democratic decisions. In Chap. 13, *Alex Brenninkmeijer* paints a different picture: he foresees that the EPPO will turn out to be a failure in terms of an effective fight against fraud. Already now, the Member States seem to be unwilling to take the

14 Council of Europe 2000.
principle of loyal cooperation seriously and opt for a very nationalistic approach. The EPPO, when it is established according to the draft regulation, will not change much and consequently offer little value for money for EU citizens. This contribution can be seen as related to a recent report by the Court of Auditors.15

A final comment on the concept ‘raison d’être’, the central issue of Part III, is in place here, given the fundamental legal and political questions that surround the EPPO project. The concept ‘raison d’être’ originates from the Union’s legislative process. It refers back to the most fundamental objective(s) for the realisation of which a legislative measure should be taken and proposed by the Commission accordingly. In the course of the legislative process, it may occur that the Commission reaches the conclusion that the original proposal has been robbed of the appropriate instruments to achieve these fundamental objectives. When that happens, the draft legislative instrument transforms into an object that is susceptible to being ‘discontinued’, that is: withdrawn by the Commission.16

At the time of writing this introduction, the negotiations on the EPPO have moved into a stage where enhanced cooperation has started, as the Council could not reach unanimity. It can be questioned in what way the Commission’s rights to withdraw this proposal still apply during the procedure for enhanced cooperation. The answer to that question could be made dependent on the relationship between the prior legislative procedure, ending inconclusively in the Council, and the subsequent procedure for enhanced cooperation. One way of looking at this is that the start of enhanced cooperation marks the beginning of an entirely new legislative procedure, which is governed by Article 20 TEU and Title III on Enhanced Cooperation of Part Six TFEU. In this view, Article 86(1) TFEU only slightly adapts that framework by providing that the authorisation to proceed with enhanced cooperation shall be deemed to be granted. Otherwise, the regular provisions on enhanced cooperation apply, which provide for detailed rules on the procedure to be followed. In this view, it would not be very logical to suppose that the Commission’s right to withdraw a proposal would equally apply in a procedure for enhanced cooperation started on the basis of Article 86. After all, that procedure is started on the basis of an initiative of the Member States participating in the cooperation and not on the basis of a legislative proposal submitted by the Commission, which is the regular method for starting enhanced cooperation as provided for in Article 329, para 1 TFEU.

Another way of looking at the relationship between the two procedures is, evidently, to regard them as a coherent whole. In that view, Article 86(1) provides the linking pin between the two, stating that enhanced cooperation can be requested ‘… on the basis of the draft regulation concerned, … ’. In this view, therefore, there is only one continuous procedure, consisting of a regular stage and a stage of

---

15 European Court of Auditors 2015.
16 The competence of the Commission to may discontinue pending legislation is laid down in Article 293(2) TFEU. See further Council v Commission, Case C-409/13. Among others, scrutinised by Ritleng 2016.
enhanced cooperation and the Commission’s withdrawing rights will remain intact during the enhanced cooperation procedure. Such an approach is corroborated by the fact that it is not self-evident, as particularly shown in the case of the EPPO, that the original combination of fundamental objectives and appropriate instruments to achieve these, which inspired the initial proposal, still inspires the object of the enhanced cooperation. In such a perspective even the Commission may not necessarily be in a position to support and pursue enhanced cooperation.

Perhaps the EPPO will be established using enhanced cooperation. But even if that attempt fails, the legal basis for its establishment will remain, and so will the need for its introduction. Therefore, it is to be expected that the contents of this volume will remain useful in order to inform future debates on the nature and functioning of the European Public Prosecutor’s Office.
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